**Projets de recherche en cours**

The Mediatization of Political Decision-making, sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation (co-applicant Anke Tresch; *NCCR Democracy*).

The impact of cleavages in a longitudinal and contextual perspective, sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation (*Swiss electoral studies*).

**Projets antérieurs**

The Swiss decision-making system in the 21. century: power, institutions, conflicts, sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation, 2006-2010.

Bilateral talks Switzerland - European Union: Agenda-setting and framework agreement (co-applicants Prof. Cédric Dupont and Prof. Christine Kaddous). Project sponsored by the Swiss network of international relations (SNIS), 2008-2010.


The determinants of political participation in referendums and elections: longitudinal and multi-level analyse (co-applicant with Prof. Eugen Horber), sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation, 2008-2009.

The impact of political values on party choice: a cross-time and cross-regional analysis based on Swiss Household Panel, sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation (PP "Switzerland Towards the Future")

A multilevel analysis of votes on environmental issues, sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation (co-applicant; main applicant Philippe Thalmann)

The Swiss Decision-Making System in the Era of Globalization, sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation (PP "Switzerland Towards the Future")

Research Project on The Swiss elections studies 1999, sponsored by the Swiss National Science Foundation (PP "Switzerland Towards the Future")